Vacuum-ultraviolet-transparent crystals have been proposed as host lattice for the coherent driving of the unusually low-lying isomer excitation in 229 Th for metrology and quantum optics applications. Here the possible collective effects occurring for the coherent pulse propagation in the crystal system are investigated theoretically. We consider the effect of possible doping sites, quantization axis orientation and pulse configurations on the scattered light intensity and signatures of nuclear excitation. Our results show that for narrow-pulse driving, the rather complicated quadrupole splitting of the level scheme is significantly simplified. Furthermore, we investigate complex driving schemes with a combination of pulsed fields and investigate the occurring interference process. Our theoretical results support experimental attempts for first direct driving of the nuclear transition with coherent light.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today's global primary and secondary time standards are based on coherent light driving atomic transitions. However, efforts are under way to extend the clock physical systems to atomic nuclei. This development is based on a unique nuclear transition in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) range in the actinide nucleus 229 Th [1] . The first excited state of 229 Th is an isomer, i.e., a long-lived excited state, and lies at only 7.8 eV, being in the range of VUV lasers. Advantageous features of this isomeric transition towards the development of a nuclear clock include the very small ratio of radiative width to transition energy Γ γ /E m ≈ 5 × 10 −21 (based on the theoretical predictions for Γ γ in Ref. [2] ) and the isolation from external perturbations promising amazing stability [3] . At present, efforts in the development of a nuclear frequency standard are centred around a more accurate determination of the isomer state energy. The currently accepted value 7.8±0.5 eV dates back to indirect gammaspectroscopy measurements performed in 2007 [4, 5] with the only direct measurement of the excitation (however without providing information on the corresponding energy) coming more recently [6, 7] .
Direct excitation of the isomeric state has proven difficult due to the exact feature that makes it so promising, its narrow line width. To this end, one of the experimental approaches makes use of Th-doped VUV-transparent crystals [8, 9] , which render possible fluorescence spectroscopy on solid-state samples with a high isomer density. The ability to address a large number of 229 Th nuclei should lead to fluorescence rates sufficient for the use of broadband synchrotron light to directly measure the transition energy [8] . Due to their large band gap, crystals like CaF 2 or LiCaAlF 6 should be transparent in the region of the isomer energy [9] . In practice, several * Electronic address: Palffy@mpi-hd.mpg.de attempts of direct photoexcitation of the isomeric state around the 7.8 eV value with broadband light sources have been unsuccessful [10] [11] [12] . The two major sources of background that might cover the nuclear spectroscopy signal, namely VUV-photoluminescence, caused by the probe light, and radioluminescence, caused by the radioactive decay of 229 Th and its daughters, have been investigated in Ref. [13] .
Since inhomogeneous broadening in the crystal lattice environment compromises the traditional clock interrogation schemes, fluorescence spectroscopy was presented as an alternative [14] . A significant suppression of the inhomogeneous broadening is expected as long as all nuclei experience the same crystal lattice environment and are confined to the Lamb-Dicke regime, i.e., the recoilless transitions regime [8, 15] . However, theoretical work has shown that these very conditions lead to coherent light propagation through the sample and enhanced transient fluorescence in the forward direction, with a speed up of the initial decay (homogeneous broadening) depending primarily on the sample optical thickness [16] . These collective effects are actually well known from resonant coherent light scattering in different parameter regimes such as nuclear forward scattering (NFS) of synchrotron radiation [17] driving Mössbauer nuclear transitions in the x-ray regime, or from the interaction of atomic systems with visible and infrared light [18] [19] [20] . The coherent enhancement of the resonant scattering in the forward direction can be exploited for a more efficient excitation, but also in combination with additional electromagnetic fields to provide a specific signature of the nuclear excitation. First proposals in this direction have been discussed in Refs. [16, 21, 22] .
In this paper we extend the study of collective effects for the 229 Th nuclear clock transition in VUVtransparent crystals and investigate theoretically several excitation schemes involving one or two VUV laser fields and a combination of VUV laser field and external magnetic field. We go beyond the previous results in Ref. [16, 21, 22] to show that each excitation scheme requires analysis of the crystal structure and dopant orien-tation, which give information not only on the hyperfine structure of the levels to be driven, but also on the orientation of the possible quantization axes. The hyperfine structure determines the required energies to drive transitions as well as the angular momentum selection rules in the frame of each individual Th nucleus. Knowledge of the quantization axis, which can be different between dopant sites, determines which transitions will be driven in the bulk sample by a defined laser-pulse polarization in the lab frame. We identify setups for the excitation of the nuclear clock transition in 229 Th and the correct interpretation of the experimental fluorescence spectra. As a new feature, we also investigate the role of phase relations between VUV laser pulses for efficient nuclear excitation by a pulse train. Our results show that time interval between pulses, detuning and phase difference play a critical role for the scattered spectra. A setup comprising of two crystal samples, one of which under the action of a moderate external magnetic field, is shown to provide the desired nuclear excitation signature due to interference effects and a clear signal also when using VUV pulse trains.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II the most relevant features of coherent excitation of 229 Th in crystal environments along with the importance of the quantization axis are introduced. Our analysis allows for the simplification of the multi-level systems into two and threelevel systems showing both the enhancement of the radiative decay as well as the quantum beat signature in the case of the three-level system. The theoretical quantum optics model based on the Maxwell-Bloch equations for the pulse propagation through the 229 Th:CaF 2 crystal is discussed in Sec. III. Numerical results for excitation schemes using one or two VUV pulses in different configurations are presented in Secs. IV-V. Nuclear excitation with a pulse train is investigated along with the interplay between phase relation, detuning and pulse spacing in Sec. VI. Finally, Sec. VII considers a two-crystal setup with a static magnetic field. Section VIII summarizes our conclusions, followed by an Appendix outlining important details of crystal structure including dopant orientation, quantization axis and state mixing.
II. A MODEL SYSTEM:
229 Th:CaF2
We consider in the following the case of 229 Th nuclei doped in CaF 2 . The 229m Th isomer level is believed to lie within the band gap of CaF 2 measured in the range of 11 − 12 eV [23] [24] [25] rendering the crystal transparent in the energy range of the nuclear transition. The CaF 2 crystal displays a cubic lattice structure. Thorium doped in the crystal has charge state 4+ and replaces one of the calcium ions introducing two more interstitial fluorine ions for charge compensation. A density functional study [9] shows that there exist preferred doping configurations, among which the two with lowest energy are the cases when the two fluorine interstitial ions are in a 90
• and in a 180
• configuration, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . As a result of the CaF 2 crystal environment, the doped 229 Th nuclei experience quadrupole level splitting [9, 14, 26] according to the Hamiltonian
where e is the electric charge, Q g = 3.11 b and Q e = 1.8 b are the quadrupole moments of the ground and isomer state respectively where b = 10 −24 cm 2 , V zz is the dominant component of the electric field gradient at the thorium nuclei, I g = 5/2 and I e = 3/2 are the nuclear spin angular momentum of the ground or isomer state, respectively, and I z = m its projection on the quantization axis. Furthermore,Î andÎ z are the angular momentum and projection operators with raising and lowering operatorŝ I + andÎ − respectively. Finally, η = (V xx − V yy )/V zz is the asymmetry parameter of the electric field gradient.
The orientation of the quantization axis (q-axis) plays an important role for the NFS modeling. The q-axis along with the polarization of the exciting field determine the allowed transitions based on angular momentum selection rules. Dopant nuclei with aligned q-axes will undergo the same transitions when exposed to fields of like polarization, however, the same can in general not be said for nuclei with misaligned q-axes. The use of polarized fields to selectively drive transitions is therefore only possible if the majority of the dopant nuclei share a q-axis, or if misaligned nuclei do not contribute to the signal. Thus it is compulsory that one considers the impact of the crystal structure and q-axes at the different Th dopant sites for a reliable modeling of the scattering. However, certain simplifications can be made when considering driving by a narrow-band VUV laser as shown in Appendix A. To interpret this complex system, we present in the following a number of assumptions concerning the sample and field in order to demonstrate their consequences on the scattering spectra. (i) To simplify the initial discussion we consider the second most likely case of 180
• fluoride interstitials where η = 0 (no state mixing) and V zz = −296.7 VÅ −2 . As discussed in Appendix B, the state mixing can safely be neglected also for the lowest energy case with 90
• fluoride interstitials and η = 0.48 and all methods outlined here will still apply.
(ii) We consider the case of coherent driving with a narrow-band laser. When driving transitions near resonance, our calculations in Appendix A show that one can reduce the Th:CaF 2 10-level scheme to a simpler effective system with uniform quantization axis. This is justified because the detuning in energy to the transition of interest E ∆ is less than the energy width of the excitation pulse E p , where E p is less than the quadrupole level splitting E Q and does not overlap multiple hyperfine levels, E ∆ < E p < E Q . In such a case many levels can be neglected in systems with mismatched q-axis, because even though selection rules are satisfied, they are far out of resonance in comparison to the transitions of interest. In this limit, plots of relative intensity will show correct functional behavior but will have to be scaled by factors relating the fraction of population taking part in the transitions.
(iii) We assume that crystal cooling will reduce the ground-state population to only the lowest hyperfine sublevels.
For the 180
• fluoride interstitials doping orientation, the hyperfine-split nuclear level scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Considering the positive parity of both the ground and isomeric states, selection rules require that the nuclear transition is of magnetic dipole (M 1) character. Weak multipole mixing of an electric quadrupole (E2) channel are possible which can be safely disregarded when considering the radiative excitation or decay of the nucleus [27] . The hyperfine splitting that occurs allows for several excitation schemes to be investigated such as a two-level system driven by one VUV laser field, and a three-level systems driven by two VUV laser fields illustrated in Fig. 2 , addressed previously in Ref. [16] . Concentrating on the | 5 2 , 5 2 level as the initial state [see assumption (iii)] we construct the two and three-level systems by choosing the appropriate driving lasers orientation and polarization. Being an M 1 transition we will refer to the polarization vector of the magnetic component of the exciting laser. Firstly, a left-handed circularlypolarized probe pulse Ω p moving parallel to the quantization axis can be used to excite the isomeric ∆m = −1 transition, | The dynamics of the system can be described using quantum optics methods. We employ the Maxwell-Bloch equations [28] to describe the nuclear population dynamics coupled to the dynamical coherent pulse propagation through the crystal sample. In the following we sketch the formalism for the more general case of two-field coupling to a three-level nuclear system.
III. MAXWELL-BLOCH EQUATIONS
The nuclear wave function of the three-level system in question can be written as |ψ = A 1 (t)| . The density matrix is constructed viaρ = |ψ ψ|. We separate the Hamiltonian into two parts, the unperturbed HamiltonianĤ 0 of the nuclear system and the interaction part describing the laser-nucleus interactionĤ int . The interaction Hamiltonian can be written in the most general form aŝ
where j( r, t) is the nuclear charge current and A( r, t) the vector potential of the laser field. Typically the interaction Hamiltonian can be expanded into nuclear multipole moments according to the driven transition, in our case, the magnetic dipole multipole [29] . We transform the Hamiltonian into the interaction picture via the unitary transformation
where ν p and ν c are the frequency of the probe and couple fields respectively. This results in the Hamiltoniañ H = i ∂ tÛ †Û +Û †ĤÛ and density matrixρ =Û †ρÛ . Making the Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA) [28] the resulting Hamiltonian of the three-level system iŝ
where the matrix element of the interaction Hamiltonian Ω ij = 2| i|Ĥ int |j |/ with i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} is also known as the Rabi frequency of the |j → |i transition, with the reduced Planck constant. Furthermore, (C 31 , C 32 ) = ( 2/3, −2/ √ 15) are the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients and ∆ p/c are the detunings of the fields to their respective transitions.
Spontaneous decay and decoherence processes are included via the relaxation matrix
where decoherence rates due to spin relaxation are for the 180
• doping configuration (γ [14] .
Finally, the Maxwell-Bloch equations describing the coherent pulse propagation of the probe field Ω p are given by
We assume that no other decay channels are allowed in the crystal environment other than radiative decay, therefore the radiative decay rate is equal to the total decay rate of the isomeric state Γ γ = Γ. The resonant cross-section is thus σ = λ 2 /3π. Taking the currently accepted isomeric transition energy of 7.8 eV results in σ ≈ 3 × 10 −11 cm 2 . Solving the Maxwell-Bloch equations, one can plot the NFS time spectrum, where the intensity I ∝ |Ω p | 2 for the probe field.
IV. UNIQUE SIGNATURE
The multi-level structure of 229 Th:CaF 2 allows for the study of a variety of subsystems. Here we applying the Maxwell-Bloch formalism to the two-and three-level systems illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Equations (6) and (7) are solved with initial conditions corresponding to a Gaussian input probe pulse and a CW couple laser,
where T = 10 µs controls the pulse width, and t p = 50 µs the pulse delay time. The peak amplitude is given by [33, p15 ]
where B is the reduced transition probability for the nuclear M 1 transition which has been evaluated theoret- [2, 34] . I 0 is the intensity of the exciting lasers, which for the couple was chosen to be 2 kW/cm 2 . The normalized NFS intensity, I = |Ω p /Ω p0 | 2 , is independent of the chosen probe intensity I p0 provided no Rabi oscillations occur while the pulse is active, hence provided Ω p0 < 1/T .
The detuning is taken here as ∆ = ∆ c = ∆ p [16] , along with L = 1 cm and N = 10 18 cm −3 [14] which give ξ ≈ 7 × 10 6 . The radiative lifetime of the isomeric state 229m Th is in the region of several hours, τ ≈ 1 h (B(M 1) ≈ 0.032 W.u. [26] ), τ ≈ 6 h [35] , τ ≈ 4.7 h (B(M 1) ≈ 0.007 W.u. [2] ). Here we consider the decay rate as Γ γ = 1/τ ≈ 1 × 10 −4 s −1 , which is consistent with recent measurements of the internal conversion rate of 229m Th [7] .
The scattered intensity for driving the two-level system is illustrated in Fig. 3 , which shows the exponential decay of the isomeric state. The rate of decay of the NFS spectrum intensity is dependent not only on the radiative decay of the level population but also on the decay of the coherence in the system. As such the exponential decay rate that can be observed in the calculated NFS spectrum is Γ F = Γ coh +ξΓ γ +f (∆), where f (∆) is a function of the laser detuning to the driven transitions where f (0) = 0. The NFS intensity for this two-level system displays an exponential decay rate Γ F = 2γ
where the largest contribution comes from the decay of the coherence Γ coh = 2γ c 31 + Γ. Other than the exponential decay of the intensity this two-level system does not provide any unique features that could help us differentiate it from other decay channels experimentally.
The signature that we aim to create is that of quantum beats induced by interference. This can be typically induced by considering an effective V-type system. Here we consider two ways of constructing an effective V-type system: firstly in this Section, using a second laser to create Autler-Townes splitting of the excited state; and secondly in Sec. VII, by exciting two crystals successively using the same laser pulse where one of the two crystals is in a static magnetic field. When the strong couple laser is active both the second and third levels experience Autler-Townes splitting whereby each level splits into two levels. For a small detuning ∆ c ω 32 , the energy separation of the splitting is Ω 32 = |C 32 |Ω c , where each split level is displaced ± Ω 32 /2 around the unsplit level energy [36, 37] . The quantum beat in the NFS spectrum as a result of the split third state decaying to the first is shown in Fig. 4 . The frequency of the quantum beat depends on the difference in energy of the two transitions [38] and hence the energy splitting of the third state. In this case, the frequency of the quantum beat is f QB = Ω 32 /2π and the minima occur at times t min n = (n+ 1 2 )/f QB +t p where n is an integer. Hence the larger the splitting, the smaller the time separation between minima. Note that the beat frequency in Fig. 2 of Ref. [16] is in error by 2I g + 1 = √ 6 due to this missing factor in the initial calculation of Ω c .
V. MODIFIED COUPLE LASER Ωc
The experimental realization of a CW VUV laser is technically difficult. As such, the use of a pulsed coupling laser Ω c would simplify the experimental implementation of the thorium three-level system shown above. In the following we consider the case of a three-level system driven by pulsed probe and couple lasers for two couple pulse shapes.
A. Square pulse
Before considering a Gaussian pulse shape we examine the result of abruptly turning the CW laser on and off again after excitation by the probe pulse. For this we modify the initial conditions of the couple to be that of a square pulse
where (t ↑ , t ↓ ) are the turn on and off times, respectively. As expected the beating only occurs while the couple laser is on, i.e. while the upper state is split, otherwise the intensity spectrum returns to that of the two-level system. Furthermore, the beating does not restart every time the couple is turned off and then on, but rather continues from where it previously ended. Similar to the ideas of storage via magnetic switching [39] , if the couple is switched off at a minimum of the quantum beat, the beating can be revived with maximal intensity in the next on-cycle as illustrated in Fig. 5 . If we then consider many on-off cycles where the time spacing between the end of one cycle and the start of the next goes to zero, the NFS spectrum will approach that of a CW laser, i.e. Fig. 4 . As such we can envisage the use of a pulsed couple laser where the pulse spacing is far less than the time scale of the quantum beat, i.e. 2π/Ω 32 . 
B. Gaussian pulse
To convert Ω c from CW to a Gaussian pulse laser we introduce a Gaussian pulse shape to the initial conditions
where t c is the delay of the pulse and T c is the half width of the pulse. Similar to the case of the square pulse, the choice of t c and T c determine the time interval over which the quantum beat is visible. Provided there is no time delay between the couple and probe, t c = t p , and the width of the pulse T c 10 ms, the result is the same as shown in Fig. 4 .
Our numerical results for the Gaussian couple pulse are illustrated in Fig. 6 . Reducing the temporal width of the couple pulse will begin to erase the quantum beat in the region outside T c . This is because for a Gaussian pulse, the period of the induced quantum beat
increases gradually as the pulse intensity diminishes. This is in contrast to T QB → ∞ in the case of the squarepulse couple-laser abruptly turning off. This can be easily generalized to a pulse train with pulse spacing δ
When both width and spacing of the Gaussian pulses become small compared to the time scale of the quantum beat at peak intensity, (T c , δ) 2π/(|C 32 |Ω c0 ), the resultant spectrum tends towards that of a CW laser. 
VI. TRAIN OF PROBE PULSES
In experiment the intensity of the resonant pulse is usually weak, i.e., much fewer resonant photons per pulse than number of nuclei in the sample. As such, to generate the NFS signal many pulses are used and the sum of the measured counts and time delays are used to build the final intensity spectrum. A variety of pulse shapes can be constructed from a single mode wave E(t) = cos(νt + φ) by multiplying with the desired envelope, for simplicity we use a Gaussian E(t) = e −((t−t0)/T ) 2 cos(νt + φ).
Here we study the effect of introducing multiple excitation pulses varying both time delay and relative phase.
A. Two-level system
Firstly, in order to identify the main features of the problem we consider for simplicity the driving the twolevel system seen in Fig. 2 with no laser detuning ∆ = 0 such that the exciting field has the same frequency as the transition. For the further discussion we consider next to the total scattered intensity also the square of the real {Ω} 2 and imaginary {Ω} 2 components. In the case of zero detuning ( {Ω}) 2 = 0, and the NFS intensity
By changing the initial conditions of the calculation we can add a phase shift to the pulse
which for a single pulse has no effect on the resultant intensity spectrum. When introducing multiple excitation pulses the relative phase becomes important. Fig. 7 shows the result of considering two pulses with a relative phase shift of φ = (0, π),
with a time delay t 0 = 50 µs and pulse width T = 0.1 µs where both incoming pulses have the same intensity. The incoming pulses arriving in phase to each other lead to constructive interference and an increased signal, while the pulses arriving in anti-phase cancel each other and lead to a decreased signal in comparison with the case of a single incident pulse. In more detail, this variation in NFS intensity is a manifestation of superposition where the intensity is proportional to the number of excited nuclei. The m th pulse excites N m (0) nuclei which have the option to decay back to the ground state N m (t) = N m (0)e −Γ F t , but cannot be excited further in the two-level system. Provided there are enough nuclei in the ground state and all weak pulses m have the same resonant intensity, then all N m (0) are equal. In such a case the total intensity of the emitted decay signal after a train of excitation pulses is
Considering just two pulses as before where t 0 is the delay time, the intensity {I(t)|t > t 0 } is
The maximal (minimal) intensity is reached when there is no separation between the pulses and they add constructively φ = 0 (destructively φ = π). Furthermore it should be clear that for long delay time i.e. t 0 1/Γ F , the initial excited population decays to the ground state and the intensity after the second pulse becomes once again independent of phase I(t) ≈ N e −Γ F (t−t0) .
∆ = 0
Next, we consider the same system as above but now driven with a detuning ∆ = 10 9 Γ. In the case ∆ = 0 both the real {Ω} and imaginary {Ω} components of the NFS intensity have a non-zero value. Fig. 8(a shows the oscillation of the squared real (red dashed line) and imaginary (green dash-dotted line) components along with the NFS intensity (black solid line) as a result of a single pulse centered at t = 0. The oscillation frequencies of {Ω} and {Ω} correspond to the detuning of the laser to the transition frequency, f Ω = ∆/2π. Alternatively for the intensity, due to the square of the amplitude, i.e. {Ω} 2 and {Ω} 2 , the oscillation frequency is f Ω 2 = ∆/π.
Introducing additional pulses is done by modifying the initial conditions as shown earlier in Eq. (21) . The result for φ = (0, π) with t 0 = (π/∆, 3π/2∆, 2π/∆) are shown in Fig.8(b − d) . Clearly in the case of ∆ = 0, not only the relative phase φ but also the time separation t 0 are of critical importance. This is expressed in the intensity as
For φ = 0, maximal (minimal) intensity happens for t 0 = nπ/∆ where n is an even (odd) integer. Therefore, by choosing the correct timing and phase we can use multiple pulses to cause increased excitation within the sample that will add constructively at the detector resulting in increased signal intensity. When searching for a transition with an unknown energy, the case of zero laser detuning is experimentally unlikely. Excitation will first be seen when driven with some non-zero detuning. However, to cause excitation we need to know the energy of the transition well enough to enforce E ∆i < E p , i.e. the energy width of our pulse has to be wider than the detuning.
To reliably increase the NFS decay intensity with a train of pulses, each successive pulse must cause a constructive excitation in the sample. For this to be the case the detuning of the laser to the excitation must be known. Because this is not the case initially in the search for the Th isomeric state, we must prevent the chance of destructive interference between the excitation caused by neighboring pulses. To this end, excitation pulses should be spaced out such that t 0 1/Γ F . In this scenario, increasing the NFS intensity can only be accomplished by increasing the number of resonant photons in a single pulse.
If resonance is found in the two-level system, then additional excitation pulses can be introduced. The time delay between the additional excitation pulse can then be varied to find peak intensity. By plotting the change in intensity as a function of pulse delay, the detuning could be more accurately determined. Repeating the process with a larger pulse train will serve to increase the accuracy of this determination.
B. Three-level system
The same train of probe pulses can also applied to drive the three-level thorium system. Analogous to the two-level system, when there is zero detuning the probe pulses of the same phase will always add constructively to the excitation in the sample. However for non-zero detuning, as shown in the two-level case, both the phase and delay time between pulses play a critical role in the intensity of the NFS spectrum. It is clear here however, that the complication of this functionality grows quickly with the number of energy levels participating in the signals generation, as illustrated in Fig. 9 which shows the calculated spectrum for the three-level system. Our earlier approximation of the ( {Ω p }) 2 and ( {Ω p }) 2 oscillation frequency as f Ω 2 = ∆ p /π is inapplicable here. As a result, multiple pulses spaced equally in time will not cause the same constructive effect for ∆ p = 0.
To take advantage of a pulse train one must start by exciting the two-level system. Immediately after excitation is generated, the couple laser between states | 2 can be introduced. During the time interval when Ω c is on, the quantum beat is visible with an increased intensity due to the larger excitation in the sample. Then, only after the couple laser is turned off should the sample be further excited.
VII. APPLIED STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD
As mentioned in Sec. IV, quantum beating can be induced also without the use of a second laser. Instead, we can consider two crystals excited one after the other by the same laser pulse as illustrated in Fig. 10 . By placing one of the two crystals in a static magnetic field the energy levels will be shifted by ∆ B = (m g µ g + m e µ e )B/ , where (µ g , µ e , B) = (0.45µ N , −0.08µ N , 10 −4 T ) and µ N = 5.05 × 10 −27 J/T. The NFS spectrum is then the result of a pair of twolevel systems which mimic the results of a three-level system. The resulting quantum beat shown in Fig. 11 is due to the additional energy shift of the levels in the static magnetic field, resulting in a period T QB = 2π/∆ B .
Analogous to the role of the coupling laser in the threelevel system, the static magnetic field can be turned off and on as well as adjusted in magnitude. This allows for switching between a two-level decay and a three-level quantum beat of variable frequency seen in Fig. 12 where the applied external magnetic field changes value at the start/end of a beat cycle corresponding to times t switch ≈ (2, 4, 6.6) ms. This setup is more advantageous than the three-level system outlined above because it requires only one tunable laser. Furthermore, when undergoing multi-pulsed excitation the oscillation frequency of {Ω} and {Ω} are the same as that of the two-level system f Ω = ∆/2π (f Ω 2 = ∆/π) and thus the intensity can be reliably changed by varying the frequency of probe pulses while the static field is on. This removes the complication of switching off the couple laser during excitation as would be required in the three-level case.
As a side remark, a slightly modified level scheme becomes available when considering the 90
• doping configuration or Th doped a different crystal such as LiCaAlF 6 . In these cases, due to the change in sign of the electric field gradient, the lowest energy level corresponds to | 5 2 , ± 1 2 . Hence, in a cooled crystal this state will be initially populated allowing for two ∆m = 0 transitions to be driven at the same energy. Applying a static magnetic field will split these two transitions in opposite directions due to the sign of m which results in quantum beating without the use of a second crystal. Thus, in such crystals the two-crystal setup discussed here can be reduced to only a single crystal in a static magnetic field.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Excitation schemes for both two and three-level systems in 229 Th:CF 2 crystals have been investigated theoretically. We have shown that the complex crystal system with 10 levels and 3q-axes can be understood when looking at simplified systems of two and three-level systems of a single quantization axis. These systems can be selectively driven with polarized fields provided the detuning is know such that E ∆i < E p . For such systems it has been shown that both the time delay and phase shift between excitation pulses can cause a change in intensity of the measured signal in NFS experiments. To reliably increase the signal intensity using multiple excitation pulses, the detuning of the driving laser to the transition of interest must be known. Once initial excitation is found in the two-level system, multi-pulsed excitation can be used to increase the intensity of the signal and determine laser detuning in the system. Additionally, a signature of excitation in the form of quantum beating can be created by (i) a second laser to couple the | 2 levels; or (ii) a second crystal in a static magnetic field. These findings are anticipating first coherent driving of the thorium nucleus with VUV sources, which have so far failed mainly due to our poor knowledge of the transition frequency. A more exact value for the latter remains a prerequisite for any attempt to directly excite with lasers the nuclear isomer.
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Appendix A: Crystal formation and quantization axis
The cubic lattice of CaF 2 is identical when rotated in the xy, yz or zx-planes in increments of 90
• . As a result of this rotational symmetry, at low dopant densities where dopant sites do not interact there are three possible orientations of the F-Th-F bond, Fig. 13 . All three orientations are populated by 1/3 of the total dopant density N . The quantization axis is fixed by the electric field gradient at the location of the Th nuclei, which in this case is along the F-Th-F bond. Hence, the three qaxes are mutually perpendicular and can be aligned with the lab-frame axes by rotating the crystal and viewing the resulting spectrum.
The energy splitting of all three orientations are the same, however, the angular momentum projections are along the mutually perpendicular q-axis directions. To understand what transitions will be driven we transform the driving fields polarization vector into the reference frame of the dopant nuclei. ∆m = 0 i.e. Clearly this situation appears complicated, however, excitation by one and two fields can be simplified to resemble the two and three-level schemes respectively shown in Fig. 2 . The key to this simplification becomes obvious only when you consider the relative energy scales of the level widths, their separation, as well as that of the laser field used for excitation. Introducing some notation, let the line width of the 229m Th transition in energy be E γ , the energy spread of a laser pulse with half width in time T be E p = /T , and let the detuning of the laser to the i th transition be
eV which is so narrow that it can be considered an exact energy on the scale of the energy spread of the laser pulses used as well as on the scale of the quadrupole level splitting which is E Q = O(10 −6 ) eV. If E ∆i > E p there is negligible excitation of the i th transition by the pulse when compared to transitions of smaller detuning. Based on numerical limitations we use pulse widths on the order of µs making the energy spread E p = O(10 −10 ) eV. Therefore, when considering driving a transition close to resonance, the quadrupole splitting rules out the possibility for the same pulse driving more than two transitions, where the two transitions are degenerate in energy differing only in the sign of the momentum projections ±∆m. As a result we have E γ E ∆i < E p < E Q and transitions away from resonance and corresponding states can be safely neglected during calculation.
This can be seen when comparing calculations of 10-state and 2-state systems of a single q-axis. Continuing the earlier example, a σ − y field is used in resonance with | In this case all other transitions satisfy E ∆i > E p and thus can be neglected. Fig.  15 shows the difference between the two spectrum divided by the total intensity at each point in time. The scale of this difference reveals that removing the additional levels for which E ∆i > E p has a negligible effect on the spectrum, making both calculations effectively identical.
At this point it is clear that the calculation can be simplified by removing levels far out of resonance. Now let us consider the effect of multiple quantization axes in a single sample. We recall that σ . Hence, we neglect all other levels which reduces the 10-states to 4-states. Fig. 16 compares the 4-state calculation with 3q-axes to that of the simple 2-state system of only 1q-axis.
In this case the calculations compare in their functional behavior yet yield differing intensities. If the intensity of the signal at time t for the 2-state calculation with 1q-axis is I 2 1 (t) and 4-state calculation with 3q-axes is I 4 3 (t) respectively then I 4 3 (t) ≈ 4I 2 1 (t). This is because the intensity of the signal is proportional to the square of the population making the transition, I ∝ ρ 2 . The intensity of the 3q-axis system is greater because σ − y can drive more of the population to the excited state due to its projection on the other two q-axes which were neglected in the simplified 2-state calculation. Vector projection gives fields of half amplitude driving σ +/− x/z which result in a contribution of ≈ 1 2 I 2 1 (t) from each of the x and z q-axis populations which add in superposition with matching polarizations, to give the final result,
The intensity differences written here correspond to exactly a combination of independent systems. Our numerical calculations show a slight deviation from this independent system treatment due to multiple scattering between q-axis sub-systems. This difference is on the order of a few percent which can easily be neglected when looking at the main effects involved. , and (b) 10-state system, 1q-axis, initial population N/3 split equally among two lowest states | The lowest energy dopant configuration shown in [9] requires fluoride interstitials making a 90
• angle with the dopant thorium, which takes the position of a Ca shown in Fig. 1 (a) . The same symmetry applies where the crystal can be rotated in the xy, yz or zx-planes in increments of 90
• , only in this case due to the angled F-Th-F bond there are 12 orientations. This is not a problem as the electric field gradient runs perpendicular to the plane defined by the angled F-Th-F bond making the 12 orientations 4-fold degenerate. As such there are only three orientations of the quantization axis, just like before.
In this dopant orientation V zz = 223 VÅ −2 [9] , and the change in sign of the electric field gradient reverses the ordering of the split levels in terms of energy as compared to the 180
• case shown in Fig. 2 . Furthermore the 90
• configuration has a non-zero asymmetry parameter η = 0.48. In this case, the angular momentum projection m is no longer a good quantum number to define the nuclear states. 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 and the larger η becomes, the more mixing there is between sub-levels. The Hamiltonian (1) can be diagonalized to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, which is shown here for the ground I g = 5/2 and excited (isomer) state I e = 3/2 [40] [41] [42] [43] . Fig. 17 and Fig. 19 show the energy of the split ground and excited states where C g/e = Q g/e V zz /(4I g/e (2I g/e − 1)). Fig. 18 and Fig. 20 show the squared projection of the state vectors with the eigenstates of nuclear spin angular momentum.
The energy splitting is still O(10 −6 ) eV. Therefore, once again when driving a transition close to resonance, the quadrupole splitting rules out the possibility for the same pulse driving more than two transitions, where the two transitions are degenerate in energy differing only by the sign of the states' m projections.
What is different in this case is that the angular momentum selection rules can be satisfied in more than one way for a given transition. Each state can now be defined as a a superposition of angular momentum eigenstates , ψm(η) on overlapping eigenstates of angular momentum as a function of the asymmetry parameter η.
where the probability to be in a given eigenstate is given by | I, m |I, ψ m (η) | 2 , where |I, m is an eigenstate of angular momentum with projection m, and |I, ψ m (η) = m a m (η)|I, m the state vector with largest contributing component coming from state |I, m . For example consider the transition from | If the laser has the correct energy within the energy width of the pulse, then only the polarization determines whether the transition will be driven. Expanding the state vectors we see 
and hence only ∆m = 0 transitions are possible.
To understand the relative strength of the transitions we calculate the square of the overlap integral | I g , m g | J, M |I e , m e | 2 [41, 44] , where the excited state |I e , m e is connected to the ground state |I g , m g and the emitted photon |J, M via the Clebsch-Gordan coef- 
